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1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this paper is the rational Chebyshev approximation of a 
continuous real valued function of several real variables. For simplicity 
our attention is focused on functions defined on the rectangle D = 
[-1, 11 x [-1, 11. 
Let F be a continuous real valued function defined on D. For 
each A = (a,,, ,..., ano ) E E, +a +...+v,+n+l and each B = (b,, ,..., b,,, ) E 
Eu,,f.u,+...+t~,+m+~ define” R to beihe class of rational functions of the for; 
where C = (A; B) and Q(B; x, y) > 0 on D. 
We formulate the problem of best rational Chebyshev approximation to F 
from R as follows. An element R(C*; X, JJ) E R is sought such that 
is a minimum for C = C*. R(C*; x, J)) is called a Chebyshev approxin?ation 
or a best uniform approxinzatiolz to F. 
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BEST RATIONAL PRODUCT APPROxIMATIONS .T 
The following example demonstrates that a best uniform approximation 
from l% to a given FE C[D] may not exist. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
and consider the class of rational functions 58 = (R(C; x)3, where RfC; xj is 
(1) with 12 = 2, m = 1, ui = 2 and n2j = 1, i = 0, I, 2, ,i = 0, I: 
For each E > 0 define 
Then R(C, ; x, :?) -F(x,y) uniformly on [--I, I] x [-I, I] as E -i- 0. 
However, F$ R. 
Loeb [6] showed that even when a continuous function F possesses a best 
approximation R, uniqueness could only occur if an appropriate vector space 
is a Haar space. The scarcity of multidimensional Haar spaces was 
demonstrated by Mairhuber [7]. 
The lack of existence or uniqueness of a best approximation and the 
accompanying computational difficulties have been a roadblock in the 
development of rational Chebyshev approximation. To overcome these 
problems, Henry and Brown [4] introduced best rational product approxi- 
mations as follows. 
We first define a class of rational functions. Let 
where C = (A; B) = (a,, a, ) . . . . a, ; b, : b, ~ . .. . 6,) satisfies 
(i) Q(B;x) >OforallxE[-l,l]; 
(iij P(A; x) and Q(&?; x) have no common factors other than constants: 
and 
(iii) -~aXj=O,...,,m I bj I = 1. 
DEFINITION 1. Let R(u, nz) denote the class of rational functions consisting 
of all R(C; x) as above satisfying conditions (ii9 (ii) and (iii), and the 
zero function which we allow the unique representation R(C, ; x) where 
co = (0, Q3 . ..) 0; 1, 0 )..., 0). 
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DEFINITION 2. For each fixed y E [-1, I] let Fg denote the univariate 
function defined for -1 < x f - 1 by 
F,(x) = f’k, Y). (3) 
Let 
(4) 
denote the best uniform approximation to F&X) from IF@, m). That is 
SU~-,~~~~ I F,(x) - R(C; $1 is a minimum for C = C(y) = (A(y); B(y)). 
Note that for each y E [ -1, l] there exists a unique choice for C(y) and thus 
it is a well defined function. 
DEFINITION 3. Let the components ai( y) and bs( y) of the vector C(y) 
be best approximated in the Chebyshev sense on [ - 1, l] by, respectively, 
and 
Then, 
T(x,y) = 
RJY> = 2 %Yk, i = 0, l,..., II 
k=O 
QfJj(Y) = 2 bjZYz, j = 0, I,..., m 
I=0 
(5) 
is called the best rational product approximation, with respect o y. 
In general this approximation may not exist. If C(y) is continuous then the 
approximations PEi( y) and Qa,(y) exist. Furthermore we must insure the 
nonvanishing of the denominator CL, Qpj(y) xj. This can be achieved by 
selecting the degrees ui , j = 0, l,..., nz sufficiently large so that 
Cyl, es,(y) xi > 0. This is possible since x:, bj(y) xj > 0 on C-1, l] x 
L-1, 11. 
With the continuity of C(y) and sufficiently large degrees uj , j = 0, l,..., m 
the best rational product approximation exists and is unique. In Section 2 
we consider sufficient conditions for the continuity of C(y), various possible 
types of discontinuous and a method to combat the most common varieties. 
Two alternatives to Definition 3 have been considered in the literature. 
If the variable x is fixed first, rather than y, then a product approximation 
with respect o x can be similarly defined. It is shown in [9] that in general 
these two approximations are distinct. A second alternative is to approximate 
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the components a{(u) and bj(v) by rational functions rather than polynomials. 
This variation is considered in [4]. Either variant is handled analogously to 
that considered below. 
2. THE CONTINUITY OR DISCONTINUITY OF THE VECTOR G(y) 
We now consider sufficient conditions for the continuity of the parameter 
vector C( JJ). 
DEFINITION 4. R(C; x) = [P(A; x)/Q(B; x)] E iTZ(n, m) is sai 
varisolvent degree 
where aP and SQ denote the degrees of P(A; x) and Q(B; x), respectively, 
Henry and Brown [4] proved the following theorem giving suficient 
conditions for the continuity of the vector C(y). 
THEOREM 1. Szippose thatfor$xedy* E [--I, 11, &!‘(C(y*)) = H i nz i- 1, 
Then the,function C(y) is continuous at y*. 
We improve this result somewhat. 
THEOREM 2. Szlppose that &‘(C( y)) is constant on (a, bj C [ - 1, ! j. The#hf?Fz 
C(y) is continuous on (a, b). 
ProoJ One proof of this result is essentially identical with the proof of 
Theorem 1 presented in [4]. As an alternative consider the following: 
Let R(C(y); x) = [P(A(y); x)/Q(B(y); x)] denote the best approximation 
to F, from [w(n, ITI) and suppose that 
dqC(y)) 55 k for all J,E (at 6) C C-1, 11 
Let SP and 8Q denote the degrees of P(A(y); X) and Q(B(y); x), respectively. 
Case 1. k=r?+Landn<m. 
Then since 
1 + max{n + 2Q, m + aP> > 1 + m > 1 + n, (9) 
we must have 
R(C(y); x) = 0 for 
--l<X<P 
--1<y<1’ 
Thus C(y) = C, = (0, 0 ,.“., 0; 1, 0 ,..., 0) for - 1 < y < 1. 
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Case 2. Either k = IZ + 1 and n > m, or k > n + 1. Then k > 
max{I + 12, 1 + nz}. 
The following lemma combined with Theorem 1 completes this proof. 
LEMMA 1. Let R(C(y); x) and k be as in Case 2 and let 
N=k-m-l and M=k--2-l. (10) 
Then R(C(y); x) is also the best approximation to F.. from the class R(N, M) 
and has degree N + M + 1 in that class. (Note that the degree of a rational 
function depends on which class of rationals we are considering.) 
Proof. Since R(N, M) C Ii@, m), if R(C(y); x) = 0, then A(C(y)) = 
n + 1, N = n - m, M = 0 and R(C(y); x) is also the best approximation to 
Fv in R(N, M). Furthermore, R(C(y); x) E 0 has degree 1 + N = 1 + N + M 
in that class. 
If R(C(y); x) + 0 then 
1 + rz + aQ < k, or equivalently, 8Q < k - n - 1 = M (11) 
and 
1 + nz + aP < k, or equivalently, aP < k - m - 1 = N, (12) 
with equality holding in at least one of (11) and (12). 
Therefore R(C( ~j); x) E R(N, M), and in this class R(C(y); x) has degree 
1 +max{N+aQ,M+aP}= 1 fN+M Q.E.D. 
Now Theorem 1 implies that 
(Qb, a&>; b,(y),..., bdy)) 
is continuous for y E (a, b) and thus 
C(Y) = (ady>,..., a,(y), O,..., 0; hh4..., h(y), O,..., 0) 
is likewise continuous for y E (a, b). 
We now present four examples of various possible types of discontinuities 
of C(y). In each case D = [-1, l] x [-1, l] as usual. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
1 y+1++x -l,(XGl F(x, Y> = 1+*x ’ -1 ,<I’<0 1 -1 <x<l O<JT<l 
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Then the best approximation to F,(X) from R(l, 1) is R(C(y); x) = F&j, and 
c(y),= j<Y + 1, t; 1, 4) --I .<I! <o 
((190; l,O> 0 <y ,< 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
Then the best approximation to Fv(x) from R(1, 1) is again R(C(Y); X) = 
F,(x) and 
((u ‘i- 1, t; 1, S), -1 ,(J<O 
C(Y) = (LO; 1, Oh 
1 
J’=g 
(2Y + 1, h; 1, 8, 0 < y < 1 
In both Examples 2 and 3 C(y) has a property that wiil enable us to adjust 
the discontinuity at y = 0, and to define a modification of the best ratinoal 
product approximation. In particular if we let 
C(y) = gy;i 2;;; for -1 <y<O 
1 ;1 for O<,;<l 
(33) 
then the functions A,, , A, , B, and Bl exist and are continuous on [-I, 11~ 
Furthermore 
Q@o(Y>; 4 > 0 and &(BI(Y~ 4 > 0 for --i < y < 1. 
In the following two examples this property does not hold and the 
adjustment will not be possible. 
EXAMPLE 4. 
F(x,Y)=xXl/l. 
Then the best approximation to F,(x) from R(0, 1) is 
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Thus 
i 
( Y” C(Y) = -== 7 I@ + 1 . 1, - -L), d.J+ + 1 y#O 
(0; 1, O), y czz 0’ 
Note that with the convention of (13) 
QUMy); xl = 1 - & 
and 
Qt&W; 1) = 0. 
We next consider a more pathelogical example. 
EXAMPLE 5. 
1+g,+ ;, sin - x 
m, Y) = 
1 + ($ sin b) x 
3 y f 0 
F(x, 0) = 1 
Then the best approximation to F,(x) from W(2, 1) is R(C( y); X) = F,(x), and 
C(Y) = f ( ( 
1,; y+sini); I,isin$, y 1 0 
(1, 0; 1,o-h y = 0. 
In each of the above examples .A’(C( y)) is constant for -1 < y < 0 and 
for 0 < y < 1. Other examples involving still other types of discontinuities 
of C(y) can be constructed. 
We now propose a method for combating the varieties of discontinuities 
encountered in Examples 2 and 3. For simplicity we consider only Example 3. 
Define the functions 
I 
(y + 1 + Ml + B-4, 
-l<X<l 
P*@*(y); x) = -1 <y<o 
(2y + 1 + Qx)(l + 9x), 
-1 ,(x<l 
O<y<l 
and Q*(B*(y); x) = (1 + &x)(1 + 6x) on D = [-1, l] x [-1, l] and 
consider the rational function 
P*tA*tY); 4 
R*(c*(Y); 4 = Q*(B*(y); x) 3 on D- 
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For each y such that -1 < y < 1, R*(C*(y); X) # R(1, 1)~ Thus this 
rational approximation is not of the originally chosen form. Furthermore, 
for each y E [-I, 01, P*(A*(JJ); x) and Q*(B*(u); x) have the common 
factor 1 + $x. Similarly, for each y E (0, l], P* and Q* have the common 
factor 1 + ix. Thus, for each y E [-1, I] 
However if we define 
IWyn, m) = 1% : degree of P < rz, degree of Q < 172 1 
and Q > 0 on [--I, I])’ 
then, R*(C*(y); x) E R*(2,2) for each y E [-I, I]. 
Furthermore 
-1 <x<l 
R*(C*(y); x) = F(x, y) for and 
-l<y<O or O<y,cl 
and 
( 5 11 51 
c*(y) = 
vf Lg+p~;L~‘~ ) 9 --I <y <o 
(2y+ 1,;++ I&;), O<y<l 
which is continuous on [ - 1, 11. 
The rational approximation R* obtained as above is not in general best 
in the enlarged class of rational functions. 
We now generalize this procedure. As usual, for each fixed y E [--I, I] 
let R(C(y); x) denote the best approximation to F,,(X) from R(?z, nz). Suppose 
that C(y) is continuous on [-1, I] except at y = y*. Let 
where Q(B,,(y); x) and Q@,(y); X) exist and are positive for -1 < x < 1, 
-1 < J: < 1. Note that Examples 4 and 5 fail in this regard. 
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Now define 
P*(A*(y); x) = c h*(Y) xi 
i=O 
z 
i 
W,(Y) ; 4 Q(M Y) ; x>> 
-l<X<l 
-1 <y <y* 
-1 <x,(1 (1% 
f’GW); 4 Q@,(Y); NC>, y*<y<1 
and 
Q*(B*(y>; JC) = C b,*(Y) xj = Q(Bo(y); X> Q(&(Y>; X) On D (16) 
j=O 
and 
P”(A*(y); x) 
R*(c*(Y)i x> = Q*(B*(y); x) ? on D. (17) 
We note some of the properties of the function R*(C*( y); x). 
Remark 1. R*(C*( y); x) = R(C(y); x), on D, except possibly at y = y*. 
Remark 2. Suppose further that A,(y) is continuous on C-1, y*], A,(y) 
is continuous on [ y*, 11, Bo( y) and B,(y) are continuous on [ - 1, l] and 
lim R(C(y); X) = liF+ NC(y); x), for -1 <X < 1. (1% 
Y+Y*- 
Then C*(y) = (A*(y); B*(y)) is continuous on [--I, 11. 
Proof. By (16), B*(y) is continuous on [-1, I]. Equation (15), the 
continuity of A,(y) on [ -1, y*] and the continuity of B,(y) on [ -1, l] 
imply that lim,,,- A*(y) = A*(y*). Equation (18) implies that 
El- P*(A*(y); x) = ,‘ihn+ P*(A*(y); x). 
Thus lim,,,*- A*(y) = lim,,,*+ A*(y), and therefore A*(y) is continuous 
on r-1, I]. 
Furthermore we note that while R(C(y); x) E IFB(n, m), in general 
R*(C*(y); x) E rW*(n + m, 2m) - IW(n, m) for each y E I-1, 11. 
Under the hypothesis of Remark 2 we define the modified best rational 
product approximation T*(x, y) by 
I’“(x, Y> = 
TP*(x, Y> cy:om HZ(y) xi 
To*(x y) = 
3 c;r;” G;(Y) xj ’ 
when as usual we choose H:i and Gz as best uniform approximations 
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(either polynomial or rational) to ai* and b,*, respectively, on E-1, I!, for 
i = 0, . . . . n + m and j = 0 ,..., 2nz. 
This procedure can be extended to more than one point of discontinuity, 
Suppose that -1 < y1 < yz < ... < yk < I and that C( %I) is continuous 
on r-1, l] except at y = y.i , i = 1,2 ,..., k. Let 
where Q@+(y); X) > 0 for -1 < x < 1, --I < y < 1 and i = 0, I,..., k. 
Define 
nib, Y) = fi Q(&(Y>; 4, i = 0, l,..., k 
j=O 
j-i 7 
and 
( w,(Y); 4 %(& I’), 4’k <y < 1. 
Finally, define the approximation 
P*@ “(4’); 4 
R*(C*(Y); x) = Q”(B*(y); x) On D’ 
In general R* E R*(G + km, (k + l)m). Thus, for large values of k, R* may 
have a very large number of parameters. 
We can then define the modified best rational product approximation as 
before. 
3. COMPUTATION 
The computation of the best rational product approximation first requires 
the computation of R(C(y); x) for -1 < y < 1. In general, this is not 
possible. Instead we often choose a finite set of points {ya>eI such that 
64412/I-2 
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-1 < y, < y, < ... < yk < 1, and compute R(C(yJ; x) for i = 1, 2 ,..., k 
(see [9] algorithms 1 and 2). 
Several methods for computing best rational approximations are discussed 
in Cheney and Southard [2]. These algorithms are most successful when a 
good initial guess at the best approximation is available. Whenever C(y) is 
continuous and yi and JJ~+~ are sufficiently close, R(C(y& x) is a good 
approximation to R(C(yi+& x). 
Iterative procedures uch as the Remez exchange algorithm require a good 
guess at a characteristic point set for the best rational approximation. Such 
a point set is defined in the following characterization theorem (see Rice [S], 
p. 80). 
THEOREM 3 (Characterization). R(C; x) E R(n, m) is a best approximation 
to F(x) E C[-1, I] ifand only if there exist J&(C) + 1 points 
such that 
-1 9 xg < x, < ... < X&$(C) < 1 
NC; Xi+d - F(Xi+,) = mi) - R(C; Xi), i = 0, l,..., J?(C) - 1. 
Such a point set {xi};!!ic’ is called a characteristic point set for the best 
approximation R(C; x). Any point xi satisfying (19) is called an extreme point 
for R(C; x) - F(x). 
A characteristic point set for R(C( yi); x) often provides a good initial guess 
at a similar point set for R(C(y,+J; x), i = 0, l,..., k!‘(C). This was shown 
for product polynomial approximations in [9]. The proof of the rational 
analog is identical with the proof for the polynomial case. Thus we omit the 
details and state the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Given an E > 0 and y* E [-1, 11, there exists a 6 = 
a(~, y*) > 0 such that for -1 < y < 1 and I y - y* 1 < 6, any extreme 
point for R(C( y) ; x) - F(x, y) is within E distance of some extremepoint ,for 
@C(Y*); x) - F(x, Y*). 
COROLLARY. Suppose that there are exactly k extreme points for 
R(C( y); x) - Ftx, y) for each y such that -1 < y < 1. Then there exist k 
continuous functions xl(.), x2(.),..., x,(.) such that for -1 < y < 1, 
-1 < xl(y) < x,(y) < ... < xlc(y) < 1 are the extreme points for 
R(CoI); 4 - F(x, Y). 
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In addition to knowing the approximate location of a set of characteristic 
points it is useful to have a good estimate for A(C(y)) the degree of the best 
approximation. The following theorem shows that there is often a useful 
relation between .A’(C(yi)) and JY(C(~~+~)). 
THEOREM 5. Gicerz any y* E [--I, I] there exists a 6 = 6(y*) > 0, sucir 
that --I < y < 1 and / y - y* 1 < 8 imply that 
dqC(y)) > J#(c(y*))~ (20) 
Frooj If R(C(y*); x) = 0 then &Y(C(y*)) = n + 1. For any 
y E [-I, I] dqC(y)) > n + 1. 
Now suppose that R(C(y*); x) + 0 and that the theorem is false. Then 
there exists a sequence ( yi> such that 
and 
“f - y* as i+ ~8 
JqC( yi)) < JAqc(y”))~ 
Let R(C(y,); x) = Pi/Q,. Then as in Theorem 1 either 
or 
and 
3Pi ,< dY(C(yi)) - m - 1 < &(C(y*)) - In - 1 (2H) 
i?Q< < d(C(yi)) - n - 1 < ~&‘(c(y*>) - 15 - 1. (22) 
Next we note that 
is continuous for -1 < y < 1: and that 
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Furthermore, for all R(C; X) E [W(n, m) there exist positive constants K and L 
such that 
implies that 
sup I R(C; $1 < K 
-lS~<l 
[I C(( = max{l ai I: i = 0 ,..., 12, 1 bj I:j = 0 ,..., m} < L 
where C = (a, ,..., a, ; b, ,..., bm) (see Rice [S] p. 75). Therefore (23) implies 
that {R(C(y,); x)} is a uniformly bounded sequence. 
Hence there exists a subsequence (C(yi,>} converging to C E E.n+m+z . Let 
R(C; X) denote the element in (W(IZ, m) associated with C. That is Rice 
[8, p. 771 shows the existence of a C such that 
lipid R(C(y,$; x) = R(f?‘; x) 
except at possibly a finite number of points in [--I, 11. 
Let R(c; x) = p/&. Then either 
or by (21) and (22) 
and 
LP -=c d(C(y*)) -m - 1 (24) 
a& < u&yc(y*)) - 72 - 1. (25) 
However, Eq. (23) and the uniqueness of best approximation in [W(IZ, m) 
imply that C = C(JJ*). Thus 
and 
But, by (24) and (25) 
A(C) = Af(C(y”)). 
d!(C) = 1 + max{rz + a&, m + @} < &‘(C(JJ*)) (contradiction). 
4. ERROR BOUNDS 
In this section we bound the quantity II F - T* II where T*(x, y) 
is the modified best rational product approximation to F(x, v) on 
D = [-1, l] x [-I, 11, and 
II GII = SUP I G(x.~)l. 
(x,Y)ED 
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Similar estimates for the quantity [I F - T(j where T(x, JJ) is the best ratiorzi 
product approximation to F(x, J)) on D are given in [4j. 
Suppose that C(y) is continuous on [--I, I] except at y1 < jjt < ..* < ~3:: 
Let Y* = i--l,I]-(y,,~?~,..., J-~> and let T*(x, y) = [a, “(.x, JJ)]/[T~ “(x, y,Ij 
be the modified best rational product appro.ximation to F on D. PLs if; 
Remark 1 of Section 2, 
R”(CX(y); x) = R(C(y); x> 
for 
--I<X<l and J‘E Y” 
Furthermore, both 
are continuous functions of 3: E [--I, 11, even though C(v) is discontinuous 
at yr ,=..? yk. Then 
where 
En,,&(g) = inf{-,~~~l I g(x) - R(C; x)1 : R(C; x) E R(rz, n.i)l (27) 1, 
Let 
and 
EQ* = (1 Q* - To* jl, Q* = 11 P* - Tp* I/ 
-,T$<~ I Q*@*(v); -41 = MQ*. 
-l&Z1 
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Then 
II TP* II < II P” II + +*, I/ TQ* 11 < /I Q* !! + EQ* 
and 
where We aSSLIme EQ* < lnQ*. 
Therefore 
,, R+c _ T* \\ < EP*[II Q* II + co*1 + ~o*[ll P* II + +*I \ mQ*(mQ* - EQ*) (28) 
Combining (26) and (28) we obtain 
IIF--*/I <IIF--*/l+II~*--*II 
Furthermore, suppose that 
P”@“(y); x) = 1 q*(y) Xi 
i=O 
and 
where H:(y) is some best approximation (either polynomial or rational) to 
ai* on [ - 1, I], for i = 0, l,..., n + km. Then, 
Similarly, 
(kflh 
EQ* = II Q* - T,* II d c 
j=O 
--$sl I &"(I,) - GB*,(YN, 
where G,*i(y) is some appropriate approximation to bj*(y) on I-1, 11, for 
j = 0, l,..., (k + l)m. 
The above can be utilized to show that we can often obtain an arbitrarily 
good modified rational product approximation. Given any E > 0 an n and m 
may be selected to ensure that 
&‘ycl Gwn(F?I) < ; . . 
(see [9], p. 444). 
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We then choose the approximations Hz., i = 0, I:..., f? t .Icr~, an 
j = 0, l,..., (k + l)un sufficiently well so that 
+*[I1 e* II + EQ*l + EQ*tll p* II + +“I 
mQ*(mQ* - co*> <;. 
Then (28) implies that 11 F - T* 1) < E. The above analysis establishes the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let FE C[D]. Given E > 0 there exists un n(e) and mZ(~j slccb 
that if R(C(y); x) is the best rational product approximation to FY on r-1: I.jj 
then 
-yzl &,m(E;,) -=c 4. (30) 
Suppose that C(y) is continuous on [ -1, l] except possibbiy at a finite nztmber 
qf points. If these discontinarities are sucl~ that the R*(C*(y); x) qf Sections 
2 exists, and if T*(x, y) is the modjied best rational product approximation, 
then tlze best uniform approximations (either polynomia! or rational) H,*a(y) 
and G;(y) to ai* and bj*(>J), respectively, i = 0, I,..., n + Km, j = 0, 2, .‘., 
(k + ljm, may be selected to ensure that 
11 R*(C*(y); x) - T*(x, y)!; < 42. 
If inequalities (30) and (31) are valid, then 
j/F - T” /I < E. 
(31) 
We conclude this paper with an example. 
EXAMPLE& Let F,(~,y)=I~uI+/y\+l, E&u,yj=Ix/IyI+i. 
Again D = [-I, 11 x [- 1: I], and suppose that approximation is from 
R(n, II), 11 even, II b=- 4. 
Then R(C(y); X) = R(C; x) + j y / + 1, where R(C; x) is the best 
approximalion from R(n, n) to I x I on E-1, I]. Thus 
C(y) = [a, + b,,(l y I + 1) ,..., a, + b,(j y I + ij; b, ).~.) b,]. 
That is, a,(yj = ai + bi(l y / + l), hi(y) = bi , i = 0, I,..., .K We now 
suppose that HOi and GBi(y) are the best approximations from oB(n, n) fc 
ai and bi( y), respectively. 
Then 
and 
G,(Y) = bi , i = o,..., vt. 
22 HENRY AND WEINSTEIN 
Therefore the best rational product approximation TI satisfies 
I f;;(x, Y) - Tl(X, Y)l 
This implies that 
II &CG u) - 7’dx, ~911 < c&-d; 
Similar analysis shows that 
II F2(x, y) - T,(x, y>ll < 15e-““, 
where T2 is the best rational product approximation to F2 . 
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